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The Master of Accounting is ideal if you wish to extend your studies beyond traditional accounting to also encompass the increasingly critical role of business analytics, while also being eligible for membership with a professional accounting body. You will develop general management skills and knowledge related to ... advanced management accounting techniques such as assistant management accountant and junior account assistant, with salaries of up to £25,000. Kaplan Professional provides personalised, guided and blended learning to help working professionals achieve their education and career goals.

Kaplan Education Pty Ltd trading as Kaplan Professional ABN 54 089 002 371 (RTO No.90116) Kaplan Higher Education Pty Ltd trading as Kaplan Professional ABN 85 124 217 ... management accounting was taken when Du Pont return on investment management accounting model introduced. In this way management accounting became itself a well established and mature business discipline (Chandler, 1977; Johnson and Kaplan, 1987). In different years management accounting ... professional designations from College for Financial Planning ® — a Kaplan Company equip you with the expertise to tackle complex financial issues, empower you to recommend solution-based strategies, strengthen your knowledge, and increase your confidence with clients. CIMA Management equips you with the skills to perform advanced management accounting and advanced financial reporting tasks. You will learn how to manage companies, from internal and external contexts. You also take a Case Study, which tests your overall knowledge of the level. You take around 13 months to complete this level, once you've passed this level, you can work in roles such as assistant management accountant and junior account assistant, with salaries of up to £25,000. Kaplan Professional provides personalised, guided and blended learning to help working professionals achieve their education and career goals.

Kaplan Education Pty Ltd trading as Kaplan Professional ABN 54 089 002 371 (RTO No.90116) Kaplan Higher Education Pty Ltd trading as Kaplan Professional ABN 85 124 217 ... management accounting was taken when Du Pont return on investment management accounting model introduced. In this way management accounting became itself a well established and mature business discipline (Chandler, 1977; Johnson and Kaplan, 1987). In different years management accounting ... professional designations from College for Financial Planning ® — a Kaplan Company equip you with the expertise to tackle complex financial issues, empower you to recommend solution-based strategies, strengthen your knowledge, and increase your confidence with clients. CIMA Management equips you with the skills to perform advanced management accounting and advanced financial reporting tasks. You will learn how to manage companies, from internal and external contexts. You also take a Case Study, which tests your overall knowledge of the level. You take around 13 months to complete this level, once you've passed this level, you can work in roles such as assistant management accountant and junior account assistant, with salaries of up to £25,000. Kaplan Professional provides personalised, guided and blended learning to help working professionals achieve their education and career goals.
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